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Bcom hons information systems wits

The goal goal of this programme declaration is to prepare graduates with basic knowledge and basic skills needed for students who can enter the management information field as a professional worker. It focuses on two basic areas that are information systems and computer sciences. The pedagogical goal of the program is to develop the ability to read and
learn information systems and computer sciences as a dependent learning on entry and as an independent learning to emerge, and this basically influences the results from the information systems and computer science modules of the program. A core goal of the program is to ensure that graduates are sufficiently prepared to continue to the highest degree
of any of the four areas. Employee opportunities cite typical employee areas of specialties for a Bachelor of Commerce (System Management) graduates Programmed / Analyst, Business Systems Analyst, End-User Analyst, Business Consultant, Analyst Support Systems Analyst, System Designer, Webmaster and Database Administrator of Government,
Trade and Industry. Entrepreneurial opportunities the management system has many entrepreneurial opportunities in the different sectors. A Bachelor of Commerce (Information Management System) / graduate may be able to start a business earl as services provided in this field have become a daily need as technology will drive our lives. Vertical articles for
more/higher degree science where applicable the Program is designed to be sufficient for students who want to continue in respect, master and doctoral degrees, and in this way find the type of depth that will make them attractive as professional workers with the knowledge of work as researchers in the entity of public and private sectors, and as academics of
the universities. For example, lack of academics in the information management system profession of the private and secondary public universities. Horizontal articles and other credentials where the applicable program is also well positioned articleulated horizontally in other credentials such as computer science. It articleile horizontally with more education
sector teacher education programs, which are among the fastest hiring sectors in the country especially given that accounting is positioned as a skills teaching topic. Head of the Department of Sphelele Khomo BCom (wits), BAcc (Wits), CA (SA) Emails: khomos@unizulu.ac.za Tel: (035) 902-6796 FAKILTE Trading, Administration and Law Department:
Accounting and Auditing Bachelor Degree of Mass Fields of Mass Information Management Studies Major Systems Computer Information Systems Information Abbreviation BCom (Information Management) HEQFS Code H22/1249 UNIZULU KOD CADEG2 NQF EXIT Level 7 Requirements for Admissions NSC and Endorsement Degrees OR Matrix with a
realistic rating of 28 points English level 4 and math level 4 level SG English D or HG level E and mathematics SG level or minimum HG Credit level for admission 28 duration points in study 3 year Presentation Module: Consuming Day Classes for Qualification: January Sugar Registration For Modules : January Total Graduate Credit: 360 Year 1 Subject
Subject Code Credit Name NQF Prequisites Co- Ask for semester 1 CACC101 Accounting 1A 15 5 CACC102 CECN101 Principles of Microecono mics 15 5 CECN102 CBMG101 Business Management 1A 15 5 CBMG101 SCPS121 Lite Computer 15 5 5 SCPS122 Semester 2 CACC102 Accounting 1B 15 5 CACC101 CECN102 Principles of Mac Mics 15 5
CECN101 CBMG102 Business Management T 1B 15 5 CBMG101 SCPS122 Computer Literacy 2 15 5 5 SCPS121 Total Credit: Year 1 120 Year 2 Subject Code Subject Name Credit NQF Prequisite Co- Ask for semester 1 SST121 Mathematics and Statistics for Trading Students 15 6 SSTT122 CLAW101 Commercial Law 15 6 CLAW102 SCPS111
Introductory Sampler 15 6 SCPS121; SCPS122 SCPS231 Computer Communication and Network 15 6 SCPS121; SCPS1222 SCPS232 Semester 2 SSTT122 Elementary Statistics for Students Trading 15 6 SSTT1212 CLAW102 Sales B 15 6 CLAW101 SCPS2322 Database and Information Management 15 6 SCPS121; SCPS1222 SCPS231 SCPS242
Visual Development Application 15 6 SCPS121; SCPS122 Total Credit: Year 2 120 Year 3 Subject Subject Code Credit Name NQF Prequisite Co- Ask for semester 1 CMIS301 Information Management 1B 15 7 7 SCPS111; SCPS231; SCPS232; SCPS242 CMIS302 CMIS311 Information Management T 3C 15 7 CMIS312 SCPS221 Computer Architecture
and Meeting 15 7 SCPS111; SCPS231; SCPS232; SCPS242 SCPS331 Database and Information Management t 2 15 7 SCPS111; SCPS232; SCPS231; SCPS232; SCPS242 SCPS332 Semester 2 CMIS302 Information Management System 3B 3B 15 7 SCPS111; SCPS231; SCPS232; SCPS242 CMIS301 CMIS312 Accounting System Information 15 7
SCPS111; SCPS232; SCPS231; SCPS242 CFMC311 SCPS32 Client Server Incuting 15 7 SCPS111; SCPS232; SCPS231; SCPS242 SCPS331 SCPS322 Final Year Project 15 7 SCPS111; SCPS232; SCPS231; SCPS242 SCPS321 Total Credit: Year 3 120 Wits is a remarkable university that is internationally distinguished for its excellent research,
academic standards and commitment to social justice. Wits is taking the lead in reimagining The Braamfontein Trend plus our contribution towards delivering high-level skills for the global knowledge economy. Our location in Johannesburg, the economic and industrial country of the continent, puts us in good place to communicate with the public and private
sectors, civil society and other social agents to effective significant change in society. From trying to discover what lies beneath the Earth's surface to living in the best health care system, Wits is on the ground, making a difference. We have over 50 active projects on the African continent and the University represents globally in our partnership, collaboration,
staff and student exchanges with our alumni around the world. Wits was also the co-founder of the African University research university. With over 85% of our research published in the accredited international journals, we promote cross-discipline research and collaborate with the best researchers and institutions across the globe. From telling the story of
life, find solutions to deep mining problems; from Fetch Boson to Higgs to CERN, to understanding the complexity of human interactions, Wits is at the forefront. Located near Africa's richest square miles, corporate and financial fields in both the count and the continent, we cultivate strong links with leading local and international company services companies
that compete strongly every year to employ our graduates. Among others, we regularly graduate to ABSA, Efficient, Amazon, BSG, Deloitte, EY, Facebook, First National Bank, Google, Investor, KPMG, MTN, Nedbank, Oracle, PWC, Rand Merchant Bank, SAP, Standard Bank, Telkom and Voda. We also provide graduates in the public sector, too many of our
students follow their own entrepreneurs paths. A Bachelor of Commerce (abbreviated BComm or Bcom; Undergraduate Commercial) is an undergraduate degree in business, usually awarded in Canada, Australia, India, Sri Lanka, Pakistan, Ireland, New Zealand, Ghana, South Africa, Myanmar, Egypt, and other Commonwealth countries; However, the
degree no longer offers in the United Kingdom. Bachelor's structure of Trade Degrees [1] is designed to provide students with a wide range of manager skills, while building skills in a particular area of business (see aside). Most universities, therefore, plan the degree as that in addition to their major, students are exposed to general business principles, taking
courses in accounting, finance, economics, accurate studies, business management, human resources and marketing; some programs also require business statistics and -calculations, and information systems. Both sides of the institution, a great academic formal power or not can be established. Regardless, a Bachelor of Trade degree requires students to
take the majority of their courses in business-related topics, including on the side, among others. For a comparison with other business degrees, see Business Education # Undergraduate Education. The Bachelor honour of the Bachelor's Commerce Honour of Commerce (BComns) or BComm (Hons) or HBComm or HBComm) is further advanced. It can
consist of a four-year program[2][3] or a three-year undergraduate program. The degree requires additional academic courses to be completed with higher academic performance standards and may also require a research thesis component. The degree has a specialization aspect, analogy to the BBA; The one-year program is typically focused solely on a
single-area subject. [5][6] The Honoured Bachelor of Trade degrees often serves as an abridgement (or entry requirement) between the Undergraduate and Postgraduate programs, [7] including the Master of Commerce (M.Com. or M.Comm.) and the Master of Business Administration (MBA) degrees. During the curriculum generally lasts three years in
Australia, New Zealand, Ireland, [8] Malta, South Africa, some parts of Canada and Hong Kong. The curriculum requires four years of study in the Republic of Ireland, the majority of Canada, Ghana, the Philippines and the Netherlands. In Nepal, the duration of the program can be three years. In South Africa, New Zealand, Australia and some universities in
India, the BCom degree (Hons) is regarded as an additional postgraduate credential, whereas in Malta, an additional year of study not considered a postgraduate credential. In Pakistan, [1] Bcom/AD Trade degrees last year, BCom (Hons) degrees the past three years, and a four-year program leads to the BS (Hons) Trading degree. History See also:
Birmingham Business School (University of Birmingham) § bachelor's history and The Bachelor's background of Trade degrees was first offered at the University offered in Birmingham. The University School of Commerce was founded by William Ashley, an Englishly from Oxford University, who was the first professor of Political Economics and Constitutional
History of the Faculty of Arts at the University of Toronto. Ashley left Toronto in 1892, spent a few years at Harvard University, and then went back to England at the new University of Birmingham where she founded the School of Commerce. Ashley started the program that founded many other BCom degree programs throughout the British Emppi. Eighteenth
century economists divided the English economy into three sectors: agriculture, manufacturing, and trade. Trade included the transport, marketing and financing of goods. The Birmingham Trade Program includes economic geography, economic history, general economy, modern languages, and companies. See also Bachelor of Kontancy Bachelor of
Bachelor Business in Bachelor Business Administration of Bachelor Business Sciences in Bachelor Economics in Public Administration Business Master of Trade Reference^ Bachelor of Commerce (Bcom) – Varsity College. www.varsitycollege.co.za. Archived from the original on 2017-08-31. ^ Bachelor of Trade Degrees (Bcom) - University of Canada west.
ucanwest.ca. Archived from the original on 2016-08-07. ^ Technology, the University of Ontario Institute for. Trade - trade (Honoured). www.uoit.ca. Archived from the original on 2014-02-23. Retrieved 2014-02-21. ^ sydney.edu.au. Archived from the original on 2014-02-26. Retrieved 2014-02-21. ^ Qualifications. www.unisa.ac.za. Archived from the original
on 2014-02-16. ^ wits.ac.za. Archived from the original on 2015-11-26. Retrieved 2015-11-26. ^ BCom Students – Faculty of Business and Economics. bcom.unimelb.edu.au. Archived from the original on 2012-03-16. ^ B.Com. Retrieved from
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